Anxiety analysis and treatment techniques for tennis players.
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**ABSTRACT**

This paper intends to discover the level of cognitive and somatic anxiety in a sample of 78 tennis players, by means of the Inventory of Competitive Anxiety. The findings show high somatic anxiety values in tennis players and mid-high values of cognitive anxiety, which are positively related to the number of training hours per week. Finally, a set of psychological training strategies are gathered to help reduce and control the levels of anxiety in tennis players.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Anxiety is a psychological variable that has been deeply studied by sport psychologists, with different trends and methodologies, due to its strong relationship with performance (Cecchini et al., 2001). Thus, anxiety can be defined as a multidimensional construct in which the somatic and cognitive aspects must be distinguished, they are independent from one another and impact on behaviour in a different way (Santos-Rosa, García, Jiménez, Moya & Cervelló, 2007). Somatic anxiety reflects on physical changes, due to adrenalin production and its impact on the human body, heart and breathing rate increases, there is greater muscle tension, changes in temperature and over arousal of the nervous system occur (Peden, 2010). Besides, cognitive aspects reflect negative action perceptions raising concern, concentration problems and body control, which players express mainly during tennis matches and competition (Mellalleu, Hanton & O’Brien, 2004).

One of the situations that usually triggers more anxiety is before the match, the player can feel a psychosocial threat, for example, criticism against his/her self image for fear that performance might be poor. However, playing an opponent against whom one is expected to win or lose makes the player feel less anxious since winning expectations will be too high or too low just as Peden (2010) states. Anxiety will more probably occur in matches in which players have similar skill levels.

There is a lot of research indicating the relationship between high anxiety levels and poor performance (Atienza, Balaguer & García-Ermita, 1999; Mamassis & Doganis, 2004; Santos-Rosa et al., 2007). This way, high anxiety may lead to greater muscular tension impacting on coordination and leading to slow reactions and poor footwork. (Peden 2010). Likewise, anxiety can hinder motivation (Cervello, Santos-Rosa, Jimenez, Nerea & García, 2002), self confidence (Weinberg, 2002) or concentration (Balaguer, 1996), both during competition and training.

Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to determine the level of somatic and cognitive anxiety in tennis players and its relationship with gender and number of training hours per week, as well as to present a proposal to apply techniques in order to control and reduce anxiety in tennis players.

**METHOD**

The research sample consisted of 78 tennis players (45 males and 33 females, aged 13.14 ± 0.83, children and junior who...
trained an average of 7.90 ± 3.05 hours per week).

The players completed the Inventory of Competitive Anxiety adapted by Andrade, Lois & Arce (2007). It consisted of 12 items distributed in two factors: somatic anxiety and cognitive anxiety. Finally, SPSS 21.0 for Windows programme was used for the statistic treatment of data. Figure 1 shows the descriptive results in each of the variables that make up the questionnaire.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Players show high cognitive anxiety levels, these results coincide with the ones reached by Cevello et al. (2002) who also used a tennis player sample. Likewise, somatic anxiety which has reached the upper limit of average development range, shows similar values to those reached by tennis players studied by Covassin & Pero (2004).

As to women, their values are slightly higher in both dimensions of anxiety as compared to males, these outcomes are consistent with those registered by Covassin y Pero (2004) and Perry & Williams (1998).

Finally, it has also been proved that those players who train more hours are more prone to greater cognitive anxiety (p = 0.005; r = 0.409), just as Newton & Duda (1993) state. Similarly, greater cognitive anxiety levels follow greater somatic anxiety levels (p = 0.002; r = 0.451), consistent with the research conducted by Cervello et al. (2002).

TECHNIQUES TO CONTROL ANXIETY IN TENNIS PLAYERS

The high anxiety levels among participants show the need to be treated by a sport psychologist (Heller, 2001) by means of different strategies like the ones below:

• Rituals: According to Peden (2010), routines can help players manage anxiety providing more control over his/her pre-match concerns or during the match and even a certain control over the behaviour of opponents (for example changing the speed of the match).

• Positive thinking: On certain occasions, the so called self fulfilling prophecy -negative thinking during stressful moments- (for example fearing double fault before an important point) may cause greater muscular tension hindering coordination and leading to errors. Thus, the player must be driven towards positive thinking when facing these situations (Peden, 2007; 2010), and also towards redirecting thinking towards the appropriate stroke technique (Weinberg, 2002).

• Focusing on an object: Focusing on an object in moments of anxiety immediately distracts and reduces nervous or stressful feelings. For example, when the ball is in play, the player can concentrate on his/her movement at all times, even try to read the printed letters of the manufacturer’s brand. It seems difficult but if the skill is developed through practice, it benefits the player’s game, improving concentration and coordination and reducing anxiety (Peden, 2007).

• Controlling training loads: Due to the relationship between a great number of training hours and anxiety levels, as this paper also proves, the coach and the trainer must control the intensity of the sessions and the training loads, as well as training in different settings and contexts practising new and player adapted activities (Sánchez-Alcaraz, Gómez-Mármol, 2013).

• Deep breathing: According to Peden (2009), deep breathing is the simplest and most basic relaxation method; among its benefits is the decrease in heart rate, it makes it slower and reduces physical reaction. Deep and slow breathing can be an immediate, affordable and efficient way of reducing stress and anxiety on court during a match, since it is so easy to practice. Some examples are:

a) Exhale deeply, contracting your abdomen.

b) Inhale slowly expanding your abdomen.

c) Continue breathing expanding your chest.

d) Continue inhaling raising your shoulders to your ears.

e) Keep the air to the count of three.

f) Exhale slowly to the count of six.

g) Relax shoulder and chest muscles completely.

h) Repeat 3 or 4 times until you get a feeling of relaxation.
i) It is convenient to concentrate on a positive self talk at the same time.

In a nutshell, this paper highlights the urgent need for all those involved in tennis practice, sport psychologists in particular, to act concretely on anxiety, by means of the above mentioned technique.
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